Solwaidorchaddinian ‘Chadd’ Stag
Headshot/Image

Lieutenant Scavenger
Duros Male, Right handed
Height: 1.9 m / 5'9"ft. , Weight: 95 kgs / 209.439 lbs

Physical Description

Loadout Weapons

Chadd Stag has tough gristly cartilaginous cerulean
skin. His body is littered with wrinkles and scars. The
most prominent scar rests under his oval crimson
eyes on the skin that covers his olfactory organs.
The slash-mark gives off an emerald hue where the
skin is thinnest due to the Duros’ green blood color.

* Power Hammer

Some folds on his legs are more obvious than the
many wrinkles due to his trouble during his larval
stage. His cheeks make him look even more gaunt
than most Duros, almost making them non-existent.
His body is heavy set and quite plump in some
places. There are some tattoos on his back that
depict his many offspring.

General Aspects
Grumpese
There is no reason to smile when nobody can see
your lips. Chadd’s sighs and grunts can make it
difficult for even the most optimistic leader to give
him orders. He just never seems to look forward to
anything. While this can be incredibly grating
towards any superior, he also never asks for
anything and is self-motivating. He hates lying, can’t
stand dishonest people and will never be caught
being untruthful himself.

Thorough
When you do it, you gotta do it right. That’s Stag’s
motto. He makes sure everything looks pristine,
works smoothly and uses the highest quality
materials to make it happen. This striving for
perfection takes a lot of time and stingy
administrators will vilify his hunger for expensive
tools. But when he repairs or creates machinery you
can be assured that it will work better than new.

Personality Aspects
The Fearless Machinist
This Duros has no sense of self-preservation
whether he wields a broomstick or a power
hammer. His abs and flabs can be intimidating and
his lack of hygiene can scare off even Womp rats.
However, those that aren’t easily intimidated will
soon consider him blaster fodder as his bravery
knows no bounds. He also loves to yell
“Hammertime!” in moments of glory and he has the
moves to go with it.

Mysticismquisition
With no affinity in the Force and Chadd barely being
literate enough to read a holonovel, it is quite
strange that he has such a curiosity for spiritualism.
Maybe he just wants his wrench or broomstick to
work all by itself. Or perhaps he has seen some
pretty strange things in his childhood. But the
matter of the fact is that he is very comfortable
around Force Users and begs superiors to give him a
job to guard their trinkets.

Combat Aspects

The Hammererer
His hammer is his life. He keeps it clean and polishes
it every day. Yet he knows nothing of ranged
combat, but some have seen him throw a Power
Hammer with pinpoint precision. Some of his
colleagues have been at the receiving end of a
thrown wrench too. And while the scarred Duros is a
highly effective melee combatant, he would be easy
to take out with a simple blastershot.

Upstanding Citizen
Chadd Stag hates to leave a mess. When he has to
swing his blunt weaponry he usually tries to hit
areas of the body that don’t bleed too much. He
makes sure that all the liquids stay inside a body. If
something does spill out he will clean it up
immediately. He’s known to bandage dead people,
barely even taking the effort to check their pulse. He
even goes so far as to prevent his opponent from
using explosives at all and never bothers carrying
messy weaponry himself.

Additional/Optional Information
Top Skills

Crafting, Blunt Weapons (Specialization), Mechanic, Perception

Top Powers

Force Power 1, Force Power 2, Force Power 3, Force Power 4, etc.

Feats

Fear Will Keep Them In Line, Stay A While And Listen, Jury-rig, La Resistance,
Beast of Burden, Kneecapper

Martial Arts

N/A

Lore

N/A

Languages

Durese, Galactic Basic
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